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Sevens opens Cape
Town Showroom

I

n July 1978 the Cunninghams opened
Sevens' first store in the Cresta
Shopping Centre. They wanted to
open a store that offered well styled,

quality furniture at affordable prices,
backed by excellent personal service - a
concept that Sevens adheres to, to this day.
Sevens' buyers have travelled the world,
sourcing the best in design and quality in
contemporary and classic furniture and
accessories. Today Sevens imports leather
lounge suites, reclaimed teak dining suites
as well as producing quality products in
South Africa.

Sevens is not just a
furniture store it’s
THE Destination.
Sevens has stores in Fourways,
Umhlanga, Silverlakes and a warehouse
in Kya Sands.
Sevens is expanding and is exceptionally
proud to announce the opening of Sevens
in Cape Town, continuing the success of
40 years of quality, style and setting the
trends.
In the heart of Woodstock, situated
at 12 Beach Road, is a beautiful 1800 m2
showroom overlooking the mountain.
This space embraces the customer’s
shopping experience, introducing a
new edge to the market, focusing on
maintaining customer service and
satisfaction.

12 Beach Road, Woodstock, Cape Town
021 003 8477
www.sevens.co.za

FOURWAYS
The Gantry on
Witkoppen Rd,
Entrance The Straight

SILVER LAKES
Cnr Silverlakes and
Graham Roads,
Silverlakes, Pretoria

CAPE TOWN
12 Beach Road,
Woodstock,
Cape Town

UMHLANGA
Shop 120, The Crescent Shopping
Centre, Sunset Crescent,
Umhlanga Ridge, KZN

Tel: (011) 691-7700

Tel: (012) 809-3519

Tel: (021) 003-8477 Tel: (031) 566-6777

www.sevens.co.za
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BLOC OUTDOOR

Natural and stylish
Hand made bases, made of Mungur wood, add a touch of
warmth to an elegant 19 mm glass top. Classic tulip chairs
come in either grey or white plastic, easy to maintain and
always a simple addition to any table.
Tel: 011 691 7700			
www.sevens.co.za

EXCLUSIVE
OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

CO N T E N TS
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CPT: cpt@blocoutdoor.co.za | 021 461 3506
JHB: jhb@blocoutdoor.co.za | 011 262 2457
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Taylor Roller Screen Blinds
Customers of Taylor Blinds & Shutters can select fabrics that are
both functional, including UV resistant, humidity regulating
and fire retardant, while at the same bang on trend.
www.taylorblinds.co.za - sales@taylorblinds.co.za
0861-1829-567
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www.chairexpress.co.za
Tel: 011 434 0444, Email:Shantelle@chairexpress.co.za
44 Hulbert Rd Cnr Rosettenville Rd, New Centre, Johannesburg
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The new lounge collections from Mobelli represent timeless elegance. Encompassing a wide selection of design styles,
there is something for every home. Mobelli offers the complete look, from sofas in soft hues to colour pop occasional
chairs, rugs, lighting and décor accessories.

DESIGNING WAYS reserves the right to edit, amend and/or abridge any manuscript submitted for publication.
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Paarden Eiland | Sea Point | Illovo
Fourways | Menlyn Piazza | Umhlanga Ridge

mobelli.co.za
0861 66 23 55
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NEW

EDITORIAL
BOARD

2019 Here We Come!

We have a couple of resolutions and
wishes from the Designing Ways team:

018 has been a wonderful year, a
year of growth for Designing Ways,
and we are looking forward to
2019. Some key events for the upcoming
year are: Design Joburg, The Hotel
Show, Decorex Johannesburg and KBAC
Flooring Expo. If you find yourself at the
exhibitions, please visit our stand, we love
meeting our readers.

Stienie Greyling
New Year wish for Designing Ways is that
the success, growth and positive feedback
received from readers and advertisers
during 2018 continues and increases in
2019 and that the publication - print and
digital issue - will be read from COVER
TO COVER.

A huge thank you to our readers and
advertisers for all the support throughout
2018, and we wish everyone a wonderful
safe holiday season and a prosperous
2019.

Mila Crewe-Brown
To begin writing my Designing Ways
features earlier! And to endeavour to
bring quality, inspired and informative
content to all readers of this fantastic
magazine.

2

DESIGN
Our design sets the stage for your life
or business. We transform ideas into
a presentation that reflects how you
see yourself in your space.

CREATE
We combine functionality and
perfect design to create a space that
embraces your work and lifestyle.
We bring your space to life.

Gill Butler
Will keep up the crusade against
unnecessary apostrophes and superfluous
exclamation marks.
Christo van Eeden
Keep looking to the future and uplift
local decorators, architects, designers and
artists wherever possible.
Adri Neuper
Will extend her current pool of knowledge
by playing as hard as she works and learn
new skills while having fun.

INSPIRE
In every design, we aim to inspire you
by using elements from fashion and
fabric, bespoke furnishings, and objet
d’art. Every space is a work of art.

+27 11 234 1469 | +27 84 407 7132 | +27 74 111 2996
info@blackorchidbydesign.com | www.blackorchidbydesign.com
December 2018 - January 2019 • dw

THE SPACE
GAINING
SYSTEM

Designing Ways

Black Orchid By Design – we design and create aspirational interiors for all our clients
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GEBERIT SUPERTUBE

With less space required for drainage and more added value throughout the
building, Geberit SuperTube is the innovative technology for hydraulically
optimised drains in high-rise buildings. Three sophisticated fittings create a
constant column of air in the drainage pipe, meaning a separate ventilation
pipe is no longer required. Additional space is also created thanks to the
optimally designed pipe diameters and horizontal offsets of up to 6 metres
in length, which can be laid without a slope.
www.geberit.xy/SuperTube
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

‘SUNset lamp’ - Page 28
Nina Lievens’ main interest is to combine
natural phenomena, geometrical forms and
kinetic movements to create fascinating objects for
everyday life.
This combination of influences is a logical
evolution of her life-long interests, education
and studies. From an early age, Nina worked as a
painter while obtaining a technical education as a
construction mechanic. Nina grew up in a family
of artists, gardeners, and politicians. She studied
product design and sculpting in Kassel (DE) and
Madrid (SP). During her studies, she developed a
strong interest in light and the behaviour of things
and matter.
In 2015, Nina started the Studio Nina Lieven.
All the production is done by a selected network
of collaborators. The products are assembled with
care and attention by Nina and her team. They take
pride in each piece produced as well as a personal
connection to customers.
Studio Nina Lieven products are recipients of
international awards such as the German Design
Award and European Product Design Award.

Oak Engineered Floors & Staircase, finished with Rubio Monocoat Oil
Visit our showrooms in: Johannesburg +27 11 466 0701 • Cape Town +27 21 461 1186

www.forestflooring.co.za
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Since 1995. .

Solid timber floors & stairs
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge - Page 78
Inge Moore co-founded Muza Lab in 2016. Reflecting her
vision of creating a studio recognised for designing inspired
spaces that, in turn, inspire those who use them (Muza), with
a culture that was both analytical and innovative (Lab), the
company has enjoyed a roll-call of exceptional projects in its
so far short life.
Inge instinctively designs places which make people feel
elegant and cherished. She draws on the history of each
building and the natural world of its location, developing
a construct to inspire the team and help shape the design
down to every last detail. An interior designed by Inge is full
of discovery, sensuality and fun. Her work delights in handcrafted and imaginatively re-interpreted elements.
Inge’s projects have won many accolades, most recently at
Gold Key Awards and AHEAD, and she herself was recognised
as Gold Key Designer of the Year in 2013. She designed the
Belmond Andean Explorer Train and is currently leading the
design team on hotel projects around the world.

Stockists: Woodenways Branches - Kramerville, Bethal, Hermanus, Mbombela
Dealer Enquiries: info@kudung.co.za Contact Jenine : 086 999 0340
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TRADE
WINDS

Retractable Awnings
Maximize your outdoor
living space with a
retractable roof

A

wning Warehouse’s new range

of Retractable Awnings are an
optimal solution enabling you to
enjoy your exterior areas by creating ideal
designs for your terrace, garden, café or
restaurant. These retractable waterproof
coverings combine innovative materials,
cutting-edge technology and superior
designelements, to provide protection
against the elements in any season. They
are fully automated and are custom
designed and manufactured locally.

The growing trend among South
African consumers is their desire to
dine outdoors. Customers simply love
the open environment, but as with any
outdoor living space, you are subject to
all the elements Mother Nature sends
forth. Too hot, too cold, pesky insects,
and rain can all force you to under-utilize
this premium space. For commercial
installations, you will be surprised at how
quickly a Retractable Roof system will
pay for itself. No more cancelled outdoor
events! For residential applications,
you’ll be amazed by your retractable
three season room. Retractable Roofs is a

12

European inspired system that is designed
to provide, with the touch of a button,
protection from both sun and rain,
creating an outdoor environment that
can be enjoyed throughout the season.
This fully custom-made, premium quality
outdoor living room is both rugged and
strong.
You can also choose to have this
outdoor haven constructed with the
perimeter sides open or closed with our
dw
Zip Track Blinds.
www.awningwarehouse.co.za

Supernova Pendant
Code: WE-KLCH-301/BZ

DESIGN • SER VICE • QUALIT Y
Viewing Showrooms Only, K Light Import supplies only to Retailers and not the public directly.
Cape Town: 7 Kunene Circle, Omuramba Business Park, Milnerton, 021 552 4370
Johannesburg: Units 8 & 9, The Arena, Capital Hill Business Park, Halfway House, Midrand, 011 312 1247
info@klight.co.za I www.klight.co.za I Facebook.com/klightimport
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TRADE
WINDS

Decorate Your Walls

W

ith Decorate Your Walls,
you can create glamour and
prestige to your home or
office with our diverse and extensive range
of Bespoke Wall Art and Mirrors. With
thousands of Décor Mirrors, Oil Paintings,
Framed Art Prints, Photographic Canvas,
Objets d’Art and Wood Carvings to select
from, you are bound to find the perfect
affordable artwork for your walls.
From contemporary to modern, to
classic or country living styles, our
Wall Décor will infuse your space with
optimism and energy. Some of our pieces
offer hints of colour making your walls
look uniquely breath taking. Our Wall Art
and Mirrors can leave you truly stumped
and can occupy an eclectic bedroom and
a minimalist office space with equal ease.
We also offer Architectural Skirting and
Trims as well as a Custom Framing and
Contract Framing solution to meet your
needs. If you have something specific in
mind, speak to us about the best solution
to achieve your desired look and we will
assist you in finding the perfect Artwork
dw
and Mirrors.
www.dyw.co.za
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TRADE
WINDS

EMMAYTRADING
& PROCUREMENT

New showroom for Ligne Roset

Upholstry Leather | Fabric | Custom Furniture | Components

H

esseKleinloog set out to create
a sophisticated yet gentle
showroom allowing for the
Ligne Roset signature furniture to take
centre stage. A simple yet considered
environment in neutral tones that enables
the detailing and finishes to be noticed.
The colour palette aids in creating a
spacious atmosphere that highlights the
products.
Ligne Roset is an international brand
with showrooms worldwide; hence it was
vital to create a space that would compete
on a world class level but still remain
relevant in the context in which it sits.
Keeping the space desirable yet accessible.
It is a cosmopolitan yet timeless interior
that is adaptable to any furniture range or
colour variations that the client might
want to showcase - a thoughtful solution
for a diverse brand.
dw

FROM IDEA - TO INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
From the purity of a fine design through to it’s finished form as furniture of unsurpassed style. See how a
creative concept finds it’s life in the most beautiful of ways when you choose quality Italian leather from
Emmay Trading. Crafting, accenting and realizing your vision - from idea to ideal.

SYNTHETIC

FABRICS
C

CUSTOM

M

10 Desmond Street, Kramerville, Sandton
www.ligne-roset.com

Y

FURNITURE

CM

Photo credit: Sarah de Pina

MY

CY

CMY

K

ANNAHIDE BONDED

UPHOLSTERY

LEATHER

Photo credit: Sarah de Pina

Photo credit: Sarah de Pina

For more information please visit www.emmaytrading.co.za, or contact us using the following information:
+27 (83) 700 4067
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LEATHER

+27 (0) 11 822 4727

info@emmaytrading.co.za

Unit 8 Evergreen Park, 471 Sam Green St,
Tunney Ext 9, Germiston 1401, South Africa
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TRADE
WINDS

Woodbender opens doors to new Helderberg showroom

F

ollowing the opening of its inspiring new showroom in Parkhurst,
Johannesburg in November last
year, Woodbender recently began welcoming customers to its beautiful new
Western Cape showroom.
Situated on the same premises as its
head office and factory in Strand, Western
Cape, the new Woodbender showroom
is light and inviting, with a minimalist
aesthetic that provides the perfect canvas
to showcase the company’s offering –
beautiful bentwood furniture crafted
from solid ash wood imported from
certified and sustainably managed forests.
The age-old art of wood bending is
a focal point in the new space thanks to
an exquisite bentwood screen designed
by Research and Development Manager,

WHY CHOOSE FOREST FLOORING..?
FULL TURNKEY

SOLUTION

20 YEAR

S u st a in a b ly
Sourced
Timber

GUARANTEE

COMBINED

250 YEARS

Grant Longmore. Grant, who joined
Woodbender in April this year, recently
exhibited at 100% Design South Africa
and is currently working on additional
bespoke pieces for the showroom.
The new space offers clients the
opportunity to view several key pieces
in the range, styled in carefully curated
lounge and dining room settings.
As Woodbender currently produces
over 300 designs, not every piece
appears in the showroom. However, a
large collection, which is an excellent
representation of the full range, is on
display.
Customers are also able to view all
15 timber finishes Woodbender offers
– from natural ash, natural oak, cherry

and mahogany through to limewash,
Egyptian cotton, red and blue.
And because Woodbender does all
upholstery in-house at its factory next
door, each of the designs featured in the
vast chair gallery towards the back of the
showroom is upholstered in the same
pastel grey fabric, enabling clients to
imagine their chosen fabric more easily
on the piece.
Located at 41 Newton Road, Strand, the
new showroom offers plenty of parking
and is open Monday–Thursday from
8:30–16:30, Friday from 8:30–16:00 and
Saturday from 9.30 – 13.00. It is closed on
Sundays and public holidays.
dw
www.woodbender.co.za

TECHNICAL
EXPERIENCE

VERY OWN
JOINERY
FAC TO RY

30 YEARS
IN TIMBER
INDUSTRY

WE INSTALL
THROUGHOUT
SOUTH AFRICA

Flooring • Decking • Cladding • Joinery

AVERAGE

5 000 m²

2000

EXPERIENCE

700 000 m²

Staircases
built & Installed

15 Y E AR S

Decking Installed

PER INSTALLER

Flooring Installed

500 Walls cladded
& Installed

PRODUCT
QUALITY
CHECK

3000 +
Happy
Clients

100+ Qualified

Installation staff

AFTERCARE
SERVICE

VA R I E T Y
FLOORING
OPTIONS

Johannesburg: +27 11 466 0701
Cape Town: +27 21 461 1186

www.forestflooring.co.za
18
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TRADE
WINDS

Trellidor’s new range of barely-there security

Trellidor Clear Guard at front door

of almost any door or window, from
hinged to sash to bi-fold.
“It has been a winner in game lodges
and eco-estates where it is important to
keep out the wildlife without impacting
on the views, and also to provide a high
level of personal safety,” said Bonner.
Rolling away
Roller shutters have found their way
from shop fronts into homes because
they’re designed to disappear when not in

D

esigning physical security into
the openings of a new project
is not yet the norm, possibly
because these are not ‘feel good’ fixtures
but grudge purchases instead. Those
designers that have seen the wisdom of
planning burglar proofing ahead have
been able to minimise the impact of
what has become a necessity for clients in
urban as well as rural locations.
“If we’re able to work with designers
and architects, we can make sure that
the security measures don’t block views
or create a hemmed-in claustrophobic
atmosphere,” said Kevin Bonner, Trellidor
RSA Sales and Marketing Manager.
Trellidor offers a range of security

use. They roll up neatly into a shutter box
that can be hidden away in a ceiling cavity.
Trellidor Rollerstyle shutters are made
from aluminium, so they’re lighter and
less noisy than steel. They can be fully
automated and integrated into a Smart
Home system and can be fitted with a
manual override mechanism in case of
power failure.
“We’re seeing an increase in demand
for these shutters to be fitted in passages
and on staircases, blocking off the

Trellidor Rollerstyle shutter on patio

barriers with this objective in mind, all
launched as a solution for those that
want to be safe at home without going the
traditional ‘cluttered metal’ route.
Clearly see-through
Trellidor Clear Guard was introduced
to the market as a high end alternative to
conventional burglar proofing. Its mesh
panel looks like a fly screen, but feel it and
you’ll realise that this is vastly superior
woven stainless steel mesh, tough enough
to deter intruders but fine enough to keep
out mosquitoes.
With its sleek aluminium frame, the
screen blends into any décor style and can
be manufactured to match the operation

bedroom area to create a safe zone. This
gives people much-needed peace of mind
at night.”
Airy aluminium louvres
Aluminium louvre shutters that are
purpose-designed as a security barrier
are an asset to any home where aesthetics
need to be in balance with personal safety.
Trellidor Security Shutter aluminium
louvres combine clean, modern styling
with the product strength that Trellidor is
known for.
“We fit them with a patented Trellidor
locking system that provides security
even when the louvres are opened for
fresh air and light. They can be used in
any room, replacing curtains, blinds and
burglar proofing in one sleek product.”
Design partners
Trellidor products are only available
through authorised franchises. “We
encourage designers to take advantage of
our design service so that we can provide
a seamless security installation,” said
dw
Bonner.
www.trellidor.co.za

Trellidor Security Shutter doors & windows

20
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IID

Cape Town Ambassador Training

Be an Advocate for
the Interior
Design Industry

T

he IID Vision is to be a professional
body that the Interior Design
industry is proud to be a part
of, a body that brings status, a support
network and great benefit to your growth
and career in the Interior Design field.
We want our members to expect more, do
more and know more through the IID.
When being an IID Ambassador we
want you to be an advocate for the Interior
Design Industry.

“The ambassador training was a success,
it allowed the National office to understand
what each region needs to focus on and
how we can work as a unit.” says Nikita
Naicker (COO).
A few aspects that you as an IID member
can look forward to having in the future
are as follows; we want to address the
public on what each Professional Member
does and who to hire when looking to do
a professional job. The National office will
be looking at ways, like the newsletter, to
be more transparent on giving our Valued
Members insight on what is in the pipeline
for improvement and growth within the
IID. Community engagement projects
done in collaboration with Educational
Institutes and Suppliers in the industry.
Filling the gap of being a student and

coming into industry by sharing short
advisory video clips and tips. The IID wants
to brag for our Members, so share what
you have been busy with in the industry so
others can be inspired and learn from you.
Free Marketing. Share content in our
newsletter, Fridays for the following
week’s Social Media platforms (Share
the link to your posts so we can share
these on our platforms), 15th of the
month for the following month’s content
(Newsletter & Media exposure). Contact
national@iidprofessions.org.za
Support our Ambassadors in each region
by attending some really amazing IID
Events and Networking. Great opportunity
for you to stay visible, exchange ideas and
rub shoulders with some of the leaders in
the profession.

KZN Ambassador Training

KZN Ambassador Training

PE Ambassador Training and Visit to NMU

JHB Ambassador Training

IID Ambassadors 2019
• JHB Region: Juliet Kavishe &
Lisa Younger
• Cape Town Region:
Amanda Msimang, Lauren van
Rooyen & Catherine Kendrick
• KwaZulu Natal: Penny Moon &
Kristen Pretorius
• East London: Bridget Meier,
Ermie Pascoe & Cindy Field
• Port Elizabeth: Andrea FischerHeckroodt
• Mauritius: Varsha Ramlall-Koekemoer
• Potchefstroom: Corne Du Toit
dw

What is the role of an advocate?
By definition, advocacy involves
speaking on behalf of a person(s) or
yourself to ensure that their rights
and needs are recognized. The word
“advocacy” comes from Latin and means
'to add a voice'. The purpose of advocacy
is to assist in securing the rights of one's
self or another.
Our ambassadors have the role of
sharing with more people in and around
this industry what the Interior Design
filed is all about, what we need to know,
what needs to be improved, how we can
grow together and support each other in
the industry and what can we do to develop
the industry, in Africa/South Africa.

www.iidprofessions.org.za
May this Christmas end the present
year on a cheerful note and make way for
a fresh and bright New Year.
Here’s wishing you a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year from the IID!
Potchefstroom Ambassador Training

22
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WHAT’S
HOT

Love Milo
Love Milo’s insect wallpaper, the
nature-inspired boutique design studio,
has rolled out the ‘gogga’ design across
a range of fabric products to include
napkins, storage baskets, tote, clutch and
sling bags. You may spend hours batting
insects away from your table but for
the Love Milo family, they are welcome
“ We love the ‘gogga’ and are inviting them
ONTO our tables this summer,” says Love
Milo founder and designer Nicki Ellis.
“ Our insect design comes in black &
white which means it’s easy to mix and
match with any of your current home
colours and textures, while still adding an
element of surprise and visual interest to
any room.”
The insect wallpaper is 100% recyclable
and available in 3 colour options. Finished
in a suede texture for a luxurious look, the
materials are PVC free and printed with
non-toxic latex inks and matt UV varnish.
www.lovemilo.com

New LED Glass Ball Pendants
Introducing the new LED Glass Ball
Pendants from K Light. This range
consists of three different sizes, an eight
light, a six light and a three light model.
This eye-catching design with its satin
gold adjustable arms and clear glass balls
creates a unique and exclusive style.
www.klight.co.za.

Rational Irrational
Cape Town design studio OKHA has released a pair of new side tables,
the Rational and Irrational. At first glance the Rational table appears to be
an exercise in absolute reductionism.
The Rational table is intentionally fragmented and harmonious in the
same instance, its composition of separate components almost meet edge to
edge, they glance across one another at unexpected points, mere millimetres
from border to border, the resulting dynamic is one of an intelligent depth
of design and of quiet visual arrest.
www.okha.com

Introducing Flax: A sheer range by The Mill Fabrics.
Flax is sheer curtaining that has the aesthetic beauty of a natural
Linen weave, yet it is in fact woven in 100% Polyester. The synthetic
fibres can guarantee better wear and tear, colour fastness and
washability. It is ideal for contract / hospitality installations. Flax is
300cms wide, allowing to use the width as the drop in most instances,
therefore no join lines in the sheer curtain.
www.themillfabrics.co.za
admin@themillfabrics.co.za
+27 11 704 1577
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Woodbender
Elegance offset by hardwearing
functionality, honouring the natural
beauty of timber through the ancient art
of bending wood.
Sustainably handcrafted by no less than
twenty sets of hands to be as unique in
character as the people and process that
made them.
www.woodbender.co.za

Office Pavilions
Kettal’s pavilions are a flexible alternative
designed to create dynamic workspaces. The idea
behind Kettal’s Office Pavilions is to give shape
to big, open spaces, both indoors and outdoors,
or to separate one area from another. The L & H
system is made up of movable walls capable of
creating secluded rooms to optimize the acoustics
in open-plan office spaces.
The wide array of colour and material finishes
for walls and ceilings, including aluminium,
wood, fabric and glass, as well as the integrated
automation feature, makes this product as
personalized as they come.
www.kettal.com
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DESIGNER
PORTRAIT
and the relationships and connections
with other creatives – the advice, support,
and council – are so imperative.” says
Tulsha.
Aesthetically, Tulsha is known for
her African and modular design, along
with her use of recycled materials. Her
inspiration comes from her surroundings,
the environment and how people interact.
Her own personal academic studies also
serve as inspiration, which balances out
her tendency to draw from experience
and free-association.
Through the process of creation, Tulsha
has also learned about the business of
design and the importance of building
your brand.
“When I was involved in Nando’s Hot
Young Designers competition, I learned
a lot. Nando’s genuinely cares about
nurturing young South African design

Tulsha
Booysen

Nando’s Michigan Ave

talent, this was evident in the business
leadership I received. It’s such a tricky
balance and people believe creatives aren’t
good at business or finances. Nando’s
helped me smash that perception and
guided me on balancing creativity, brand
building, and my business acumen.”
Being a young designer herself, Tulsha
also appreciates the work of her fellow
creatives. Tulsha’s designers to watch
include John Joseph and Bradley Smith,
and she particularly admires the lighting
work of David Krynauw.
As to trends Tulsha foresees in South
African furniture design, she has this to
say: “I think we’ll see a trend of furniture
that is minimalistic, uses geometric
shapes, and pieces that have a strong
patriotic aesthetic, like patterning.”

W

atching the South African
design journey unfold has
many
creative
voyeurs
excited and gleaming with pride. There
is no question that the standard of young
creative talent in our country has the
world taking notice.
The quality and unique identity
emerging from South African creators are
contributing in a big way to how Africa’s
aesthetic is evolving. From pattern and
beadwork to lighting and textile design
– Africa has taken her rightful place as
a contender in creative and functional
design.
One such example is young lighting
designer, Tulsha Booysen. Now only
twenty years old, Tulsha started her
career as the youngest finalist in the
Nando’s Hot Young Designer talent search
competition in 2015 and has since had
her creations installed in the Nando’s Sea
Point restaurant, and the flagship Nando’s
restaurant in Michigan Street, Chicago.
Being a young designer has held many
surprises for Tulsha.
“Initially, I thought I would run out of
ideas, but instead one idea sparks another
and so on. You become increasingly
creative! While this might seem obvious,
it was a surprise to learn that being a
designer is a constant work-in-progress,

We can all agree that Tulsha is one to
dw
watch!

Nando’s Michigan Ave
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Nando’s Tokai

Nando’s Michigan Ave
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DESIGN

SUNset
Berlin, Germany

Photo credit: Julien Menand

Photo credit: Julien Menand

Bring the SUNset into
your living space
Photo credit: Nina Lieven

T

Operation / Flow / Interaction
SUNset is a ceiling lighting device. Its
unique feature is that the colour of the
light is changeable from neutral blue to
deep red light. Inside the cylinder is an
external LED E14 lightbulb. By pulling or
pushing the cylinder the temperature of
the light changes from about 3500 to 2000
Kelvin.

he SUNset lamp brings the colours
of the sun’s life cycle into a living
space. By pulling the metal ring,
the coloured cylinder moves vertically
and changes the mood of the lighting
from a bright daylight to a colourful
sunset. The lamp has a diameter of 100
cm and is made of brass, aluminum and
acrylic glass. It is made to be used with
LED light bulbs.

It has been announced that SUNset
has won the German Design Award 2019
that will be presented in February at the
“German Design Award Exhibition” in
Frankfurt during the Ambiente Fair. dw
www.ninalieven.com
Photo credit: Julien Menand
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Photo credit: Nina Lieven
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Flooring
by Mila Crewe-Brown
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T

here is a dizzying array of flooring
on the market these days which
doesn’t make choices any easier,
and since flooring makes up such a large
component of any interior the industry
stands to make profits. At the top end of
the scale, today’s flooring showrooms are
beautifully curated spaces that have made
access to information far easier for the
end user.
Wooden flooring is becoming
increasingly popular as the natural trend
is still in high demand and wood’s ability
to bring warmth to a space is almost
unrivalled, were it not for carpeting. While
solid wood is coveted for its authenticity,
engineered options have come leaps and
bounds.
Since engineered wood is a composite,
it consists of a top layer of hardwood

veneer such as oak, which is bonded to
a series of more economical base woods;
with the two laid at 90 degrees to each
other, the final plank offers impressive
strength as well as the authenticity of
hardwood. Engineered wood is also
preferable in terms of moisture resistance
due to the strength of its plywood base,
so it’s not unusual for people to use it
in their bathrooms. However, in terms
of longevity, solid wood still wears
longer than any other form of wooden
floor because it’s generally thicker than
engineered wood and can be re-sanded
multiple times.
With sustainability high on the agenda,
there are an impressive number of ecofriendly flooring solutions from recycled
materials like terrazzo (made from
recycled marble), to naturally derived
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materials like cork tiles, bamboo planks
and even linoleum tiles. The latter have
been clawing their way back from their
1940’s grave when they were overtaken
by vinyl, but a fresher range of colours
and a more playful attitude to patterning
makes these retro tiles cool once again,
not least of all because of their incredible
affordability and longevity.
Still competitive in terms of pricing
and a perennial favourite is vinyl, which
typically comes in a wide array of woodlook effects suitable for a number of
applications where performance is a
consideration. The most luxurious of these
options are luxury vinyl tiles, which are
the “fastest growing category in flooring
internationally,” according to Belgotex.
In this sector you’ll find lifelike wood
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graphics including grain, knots and band
sawn effects and realistic texture thanks to
surface embossing. Laying the planks in a
herringbone pattern for example ramps
the style factor up a notch too.
Loved for its ability to soften and
quieten even the most austere of interiors,
carpeting is still hugely popular for
commercial use. At the most durable
and economical end of the spectrum is
needlepunch, which offers undisputed
resilience for high traffic areas thanks
to its dense, pressed (rather than tufted)
construction. Since it’s commonly made
in easily replaceable tiles from nylon
fibre, it leaves fewer impressions than
polypropylene. The latest trends have
seen customers switching up the tiles
to create patterns and colour blocking

for custom floors, which is also useful
where demarcation of different zones is
required.
Thanks to the advancement of
large format, programmable looms,
broadloom carpeting can be customised
with just about any graphic the client
desires up to about six colours and is
becoming increasingly popular in the
hospitality sector.
In the same vein as laminate and
engineered wood, the design industry’s
love of concrete has brought on the
advent of precast concrete panels which
can be used on floors as well as walls.
With a top layer of concrete, a tongue
and groove locking system and a range of
colours to choose from, this has changed
dw
the game for cement based floors.
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The whole Works from Interface

I

nterface, the world’s largest modular
flooring producer, represented in
South Africa by KBAC Flooring,
has launched The Works, a new innovative
range to create tranquil and comfortable
office or home spaces.
Hannetjie Smit, KBAC Flooring’s Sales
Consultant in Johannesburg, says: “The
Works Collection consists of four colourcoordinated designs to solve a wide range
of flooring challenges. A major advantage
is that the new range comes at an
extremely affordable price - an important
consideration during economic crunch
times with limited budgets for interior
designers.“
The Interface Works Collection is
basically a collection of square patterned,
structured loop pile carpet tiles suitable
for ashlar, brick, monolithic and nondirectional installation. The collection
features organic, biophilic and geometric
designs in coordinating colours for easy
mixing and matching. “Furthermore, a

common yarn system means the product
is compatible with other Interface
products with similar yarns - such as
Interface’s equally affordable Employ
range. The Employ Loop and Lines ranges
have been hailed by designers for their
unlimited creative design options in
commercial installations,” she adds.
The new Interface Works Collection
designs stocked by KBAC Flooring
consist of:
* Works Flow – With nature as inspiration, this organic pattern offers natural variation with 12 colourways ranging from neutral to pastel, reminiscent
of a marble floor or a flowing river; and
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* Works Geometry – A modern look for
contemporary spaces, Works Geometry
offers a varied linear pattern, creating a
solid foundation for any modern space.
The range comprises nine colourways,
featuring both neutral and colourful
designs.
In line with Interface’s Mission Zero
pledge to have zero negative impact
on the environment by 2020, the new
ranges feature exceptionally high recycled
content and 100% renewable energy.
“These credentials make it the most
sustainable carpet tile offering currently
on the market today,” Hannetjie adds. dw
www.kbacflooring.co.za

Prepare to be Floored
Johannesburg
Tel: 011 608 4270
Email: infojhb@kbacßooring.co.za
Cape Town
Tel: 021 464 4320
Email: infocpt@kbacßooring.co.za

www.KBACßooring.co.za
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SOHO RUGS
online store

Paras Carpets
Exclusive Hand Made Carpets

S

OHO RUGS is an exciting online
store and showroom for modern
and contemporary rugs!
Premium quality, affordable rugs are
now available through their online store
and their distinctive showroom. The
new world-class showroom based in
Kramerville, Sandton, showcases modern
and contemporary rug collections
available to cater for a variety of decor and
design schemes, from a range of neutral,
natural hues and textures to sophisticated,
elegant designs.
Just unpacked - their splash, multicolour designs. All the designs and sizes,
small to very large, are readily available at
the showroom.
In-house professionals will assist with
the selection of the perfect rug for your
decor space.
SOHO RUGS offer a new approach to
decorating spaces.
dw
www.sohorugs.co.za

www.parascarpets.com
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69 Kramer Road, Kramerville, Sandton
011 262 3756, parascarpets@yahoo.com, Owner: Chezi
Michaeli2018 - January 2019 37
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Karpet Kraft flooring specialists’ new extended showroom

CREATE
A LASTING
IMPRESSION

K

arpet Kraft flooring specialists
have
just
extended
their
showroom based in Kramerville,
Sandton – the décor and design hub of
Johannesburg.
Karpet Kraft offers a wide selection of
products for commercial and residential
projects sourced from major international
and South African suppliers, and aims to
be a one-stop shop for all flooring needs.
Located on 9 Appel Road Kramerville,
the Karpet Kraft showroom houses a
large selection of ready-made local and
imported rugs, including their unique
collection of exclusive contemporary
rugs, as well as a kids and teens collection.
Incorporating
Husky
Design,
manufacturers and designers of custom
hand-made woollen rugs and carpets
– offering bespoke design solutions to
match a client’s specific requirements.
The exclusive Husky brand also offers
the unique Husky Cotton bathroom rug
range.
Fast becoming well-known for the
ability to re-craft, modify or re-shape

suitable machine-made rugs to meet
specific measurements and requirements,
Karpet Kraft can also help restore old
carpets back to their former glory or
resize them to fit a new space.
Karpet Kraft strives to meet the specific
demands of the discerning South African
Interior Designer, Decorator and Home
Owner.

Karpet Kraft and Husky clients are
invited to stop by the extended showroom
and view the current off-the-floor range
or have a consultation centered on their
specific requirements.
www.karpetkraft.co.za
www.husky.co.za

with Husky
handmade rugs and carpets

Husky handmade carpets are crafted
with utmost care, attention to detail
and strictest quality control.

Custom made in any size, shape, colour
and design, to complete your interior.
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email: husky@husky.co.za
www.huskycarpets.com
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HOTELS &
LODGES

EVERY GOOD DAY STARTS
WITH A GOOD NIGHT

Victorian Bathrooms - The Silo Hotel
victorianbathrooms.co.za

The suite life
by Mila Crewe-Brown

T

he face of the hotel industry has
changed. No longer solely focused
on a stiff, highly priced or snooty
version of luxury, today’s best hotels and
lodges take their unique locations into
consideration, they bring the vernacular
of their settings into their spaces and the
best of them immerse their customers
into local culture.
In global culture and design publisher
Monocle’s latest book: The Monocle
Guide to Hotels, Inns and Hideaways,
editor Tyler Brule muses: “In truth, sleek
platforms and apps promise hospitality,
humanity and convenience but often miss
the smile on arrival, a humming bar and
the help with bags that can gladden the
weariest of wanderers.”
Apps and home share platforms
like Airbnb haven’t crushed the more
established hospitality market, arguably
they’ve made them rethink their models
and tailor their offering, forging an

identity that makes them unique,
atmospheric or memorable.
What sets great hotels and lodges apart
from average ones is a cohesive design
language, a sense of place and the allimportant finer details, like an in-house
coffee brand, coveted bathing products
well worth pinching or handmade bath
towels from local weavers.
Certainly the lodge scene in and
around South Africa has transformed
with a formerly cut and paste, Westernerfocused approach to design and
concept now dedicated to telegraphing
a local identity. This can being seen
in architecture, where buildings are
designed not only to connect themselves
visually with the landscape by way of
openings or low slung and sometimes
landscape mimicking form, but also by
their construction, with local materials
and vernacular architecture being used in
the building process.

After a long day, there’s nothing like settling into a great bed for a good night’s sleep. Though Sealy, Slumberland and Edblo are very diﬀerent
beds, they are all made for the rigours and demands of the hospitality industry.
For more information please contact 011 309 4000 hospitality@bgsp.co.za or visit sealy.co.za; slumberland.co.za; edblo.co.za
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Sealy South Africa

SlumberlandSA

EdbloSA
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Furniture trends for 2019

T

he latest collections from Mobelli
Furniture + Living 2019 fully
embrace the current design trends
sweeping the European design shows.
The aim has been to harness the design
trends that are here to stay and represent
a home that can be ‘lived in’, stylishly.
The company has also been keen to bring
together a holistic collection, at a budget
which is in reach for the majority of
design savvy clients.

Mobelli shares their top
design trends for 2019

Above - Featuring Contract Standard Hospitality fabrics by The Mill Fabrics. Designed by
Michele Throssell Interiors at the Mala Mala
Game Reserve.
www.themillfabrics.co.za

In terms of room design, the ones
getting it right are using an individualised
approach to interiors rather than a
blanket approach with prescriptive décor.
Privacy and escape have become drivers
for careful placement and treatment of
rooms. While some are giving their guests
more generous space, others provide
distance from the hub of the hotel or
lodge, rather than handing them a key
to a door, down a passage, wedged in
between another 50 doors. On that note,
the trend in luxury hospitality tends to be
for fewer rooms altogether, giving a more
personalised experience.
For example, MORE’s Marataba
Mountain Lodge has just five units,
sleeping a maximum of ten guests. The
focus here is on a niche safari experiencewalking. It’s an off the grid, trails lodge
that offers guests the opportunity to walk
the veld in a close search for game, instead
of being driven.
While not all hotels opt for such a
focused offering, the demand for tailored

service has given rise to some truly
unique, locally inspired experiences like
inner city regeneration tours or street art
walks. Larger hotels like The Westcliff
for example, now owned by The Four
Seasons, have had to rethink their
offering, giving local contemporary
artists a platform and redefining luxury
from its tighter, stuffier predecessor to
its more current guise which is youthful,
hip, stylish and sussed.
And when it comes to meals, many
of the larger hotels and lodges offer

multiple restaurants with diverse
differences, making it their business
to foster award winning chefs. They
might make their own brand of gelato
on site (as in the LUX group’s Mauritian
hotels) or they’ll have a bar so hot and
happening it’s the envy of non-guests
too. Ultimately it’s about a more relevant
take on luxury in place of 5+star ratings,
fine china and expensive wine. Today’s
luxury hotels may even forgo the wine
cellar for craft beer or their very own
dw
gin bar.

Enveloping soft furnishings
This is a trend where luxury is not
about overt opulence but more about
personal choices. Self expression comes
through which style of furniture is chosen
for the home and an interior scheme tells
a story of who you are. In terms of soft
furnishings the enjoyment of the space is
coming to the fore, which translates into

the trend for soft enveloping sofas which
embrace the body and give comfort as
well as style. See the continuation of
generous designs with slim arm and
muted colourways.

Also, look out for transformational
multi-functional pieces which can grow
or adapt as our needs change which
speaks to the European trend towards
nomadic living.

Small space living
As more and more people gravitate
towards urban city dwelling, it makes
sense for designers to adopt smart,
multi-purpose furnishings that are petite
in scale.
Furnishings that can adapt to different
spaces and needs, and fit into challenging
rooms, that aren’t short on style, make
this a welcome trend and one of the most
popular 2019 interior design trends.

Mixed materials
Natural organic materials continue to
be right on trend, with marble, natural
stone and wood. These are combined
with warm metal finishes such as bronze,
copper and gold. The inherent strength
and durability of natural finishes
continue to be important as we strive for
dw
sustainable living.
www.mobelli.co.za

Victorian Bathrooms - Lanzerac Hotel & Spa
victorianbathrooms.co.za
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Your guide to buying a leather or fabric sofa

S

hopping for a new sofa is a big
decision. It’s the place where family
and friends gather, and where you
enjoy a cup of tea after work. It’s also one
of the most used and permanent pieces of
furniture you will add to your home.
But with so many options on the
market, picking one can get tricky –
and usually, you will be stuck between
choosing a leather sofa or a fabric one.
To help put an end to the sofa dilemma,
Leather Gallery highlights the benefits of
both materials.
Leather Sofas
Leather is superbly comfortable and
a pleasure to look at. Sofas made from
leather add a touch of class to many
room designs, and if cared for, will
reward you for years to come, growing
more beautiful as time goes by. Leather is
family friendly and can easily be cleaned.
Its colour palette is also more colourfast
than fabric.
When purchasing a leather sofa, you
need to ask the consultant what type of
leather the sofa is made from. Reputable
companies, such as Leather Gallery,
will happily supply an Authenticity
Certificate of the type of leather used
in their sofas e.g. Full grain, Top grain,
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Corrected grain, Cow or Buffalo. Many
furniture companies sell sofas covered in
bonded leather (glued leather shavings
rolled into fabric!). This may be called
leather because of its leather component.
Fabric Sofas
Fabric sofas are usually the warm, cosy
choice. Fabric is durable and versatile,
giving you lots of fabric designs, colours
and textures to choose from. Overall,
fabric is an easier option to leather,
offering unlimited tones and pattern
choices to fit any décor.

If you like something clean and matte,
fabrics in solid colours work well as a
complement. Depending on the quality
of the material, fabrics have different
lifespans in terms of wear and tear. If the
fabric is not premium quality, and does
not have stain protection, removing stains
can prove a tough task.
Both materials have their benefits, and
at the end of the day, you need to decide
what you value most – durability or
dw
comfort.
www.leathergallery.co.za

ME by Starck. Now with the new bathroom furniture series Brioso.
The Brioso bathroom furniture range is a refreshingly contemporary approach to bathroom design. The varied and
customizable Brioso design options are excellent value for money. It is available in 15 different hues. For 7 of them
the characteristic handles and furniture feet are available in the same tone as the front and cabinet colors. Duravit
South Africa (Pty) Ltd, 30 Archimedes Road, Kramerville, Sandton, Johannesburg, Telephone +27 (0) 11 555 1220,
info@za.duravit.com and at www.duravit.com
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52Steel

Sanlorenzo superyachts at Monaco Yacht Show
500Exp

The shipyard presents
the first model of the
groundbreaking 500Exp
From 26th to 29th September 2018
Sanlorenzo, one of the world’s leading
shipyards for the construction of yachts
and superyachts, headed to Monte Carlo
to attend Monaco Yacht Show 2018, the
fair dedicated to boats over 40 metres
in length, where it showcased four
superyachts.
On this occasion the shipyard
presented its first 500Exp, the new 47
metre expedition vessel with a “touch &
go” landing area for helicopters on the
main deck’s stern.
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This superyacht of the Explorer
range ensures the most authentic sense
of adventure on the open sea, and
exploration of exotic and difficult to reach
destinations, thanks to the great cruising
autonomy and many “toys” that she is able
to host onboard.
The exhibition also featured the second
unit of 52Steel, the fourth 460Exp and the
tenth 40Alloy. Three of the superyachts
on display were already delivered before
Summer 2018, apart from 40Alloy, which
was still available for sale.

A perfect example of Sanlorenzo’s
expertise, artisanship and innovation,
each Superyacht model is characterised
by some innovative elements: 40Alloy,
an iconic 40 metre vessel, introduced
the foldable terraces for the very first
time, and 460Exp, a 42.2 metre vessel
which reinterprets the concept of luxury
superyacht, reinventing and turning
exploration boats into sophisticated
jewels to travel quietly and comfortably
thanks to their “toys”, so to fully enjoy
the adventure. 52Steel, the 52 metre
superyacht, with its revolutionary stern,
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460Exp

40Alloy

the main deck’s pool with its transparent
bottom allows light to get through, the
exclusive beach area is characterized by
foldable terraces facing the sea. The same
area can be easily converted into a garage
accommodating the owner’s tender. The
floor of the beach area raises to make
room for a compartment that can contain
tenders up to 8m long.
With 23 superyachts built so far and 13
still being constructed, Sanlorenzo stands
out as one of the world’s leading producers
of yachts and superyachts, which made it
necessary to recently acquire an imposing,
over 50.000 sqm production site in La
Spezia, entirely dedicated to planning
and manufacturing made-to-measure
superyachts with a unique projectual
approach which will allow Sanlorenzo
to revolutionise the world of boating for
dw
years to come.
www.sanlorenzoyacht.com
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Space savings thanks to optimised
waste water hydraulics

Drainage systems
without ventilation
pipes and with smaller
dimensions – all thanks
to Geberit SuperTube
technology.

I

n high-rise buildings, the
ventilation pipes in the
drainage systems take up a
great deal of space. With the new
Geberit SuperTube technology, it
is now possible to dispense with
the ventilation pipes entirely. This
is in addition to the possibility of
smaller pipe diameters, with the
discharge capacity still reaching
almost the same levels as those
seen in conventional systems. It is
also possible to install horizontal
pipes with a length of up to six
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metres without a slope. Geberit
SuperTube is available from April
2019.
Hydraulically optimised: The
two new bends and the Sovent
fitting are the core elements of
Geberit SuperTube technology
and come together to ensure
a continuous column of air is
maintained in the drainage
system.
A continuous column of air is
key when it comes to achieving
added space and reduced

complexity
when
planning
drainage systems in high-rise
buildings. This is made possible
thanks to the new Geberit
SuperTube technology, which
is based on the Geberit Sovent
fitting and two flow-optimised
bends. Thanks to the Geberit PE
Sovent fitting and the two new
bends, a continuous column of air
is created, rendering additional
ventilation pipes unnecessary.
“The Geberit PE Sovent fitting
causes the waste water to rotate

and, in doing so, generates a continuous
column of air. This increases the discharge
capacity while at the same time having
relatively small pipe dimensions,”
comments Mathias Riggenbach, a Senior
Product manager from Geberit. “Normally
when there is a change in direction, this
column of air collapses and ventilation
pipes are necessary. With our two new
bends – the Geberit PE BottomTurn bend
and the Geberit PE BackFlip bend – we
have now rectified this problem. Both
new bends ensure that the column of air
is maintained even when there is a change
in direction and that ventilation pipes can
be dispensed with.”
Maintaining the column of air when
there is a change in direction
The two bends ensure that the column
of air is now maintained even when
there is a change in direction, thus
guaranteeing proper ventilation as before.
The integrated flow divider in the Geberit
PE BottomTurn bend ensures that the
annular flow in the stack is converted
into a layered flow before the change
in direction. The air column thus also
remains stable in the horizontal line
system. At the end of the horizontal
pipe, the Geberit PE BackFlip bend with
its special design gives the waste water a
swirl, thus guiding it back into an annular
flow once again without disrupting the air
column.
“Wherever building owners, architects
and sanitary engineers seek to achieve
the maximum possible living space, the
planning of the drainage system becomes
particularly
interesting,”
comments
Mathias. “With Geberit SuperTube
technology, space savings can be made
and the complexity reduced, as it is no
longer necessary to plan or install parallel
ventilation pipes.”
Space-saving and powerful
The combination of PE Sovent and the
new bends with SuperTube technology
allows sanitary engineers to build pipe
ducts with significantly smaller dimensions.
With SuperTube, narrower pipe diameters
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are also possible, and the ducts can be
reduced in size through the absence of the
ventilation pipes. This now also applies to
the ceilings as well. Horizontal pipes with
a length of up to six metres can now be
installed continuously without a slope when
connecting to the collector pipe.
This means that the ceiling suspension
can be attached very close to the concrete
ceiling, with the system achieving a high
discharge rate of up to 12 litres per second.
A further advantage for sanitary engineers
is the reduced complexity when planning a
continuous pipeline.

Minimising effort
With Geberit SuperTube technology,
sanitary engineers can implement
drainage systems without ventilation
pipes in future. Plumbers also benefit
here: thanks to the omission of the
ventilation pipe and the use of smaller
pipe dimensions, they require less pipe
material and can make speedier progress
dw
on the building site.
www.geberit.co.za
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Eco-Luxurious Accommodation
“Dômes Charlevoix"
Petite-Rivière-Saint-François, Canada
Bourgeois / Lechasseur architects

D

“

Architects: Bourgeois / Lechasseur architects
General Contractor: Urbanext
Location: Petite-Rivière-St-François
Year of construction: 2018
Developer: www.domescharlevoix.com
Photos: Maxime Valsan
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ômes Charlevoix” is a new
concept of four seasons ecoluxurious
accommodation
located in Petite-Rivière-Saint-François,
next to the Massif de Charlevoix, near
Quebec City.
The three domes, the first phase
of a larger tourist project, blend in
harmoniously with the landscape. Each
one is located on the mountainside and
perfectly integrated to the landscape.
They can be accessed via a path through
the trees from a common parking lot at
the entrance. The dome is set on a wooden
patio and houses a spa overlooking
the natural setting. The south-facing

windowed area offers a breathtaking view
of the St. Lawrence River and maximizes
exposure to natural light.
The radiant concrete floor adds a touch
of comfort and helps maintain a more
uniform temperature inside the domes.
The grey canvas and the fireplace
create a warm and cosy atmosphere. A
black streamlined service area is set in
the centre: In the volume are concealed
a kitchen, the main bed and a bathroom
with Italian shower.
Yacht stairs lead to a second bed above
the service area. A true invitation to
experience luxury in the mountains, in
harmony with nature and its elements.
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HOTELS &
LODGES

Contract Furnishing | Custom Design | Branding

Flax

Aesthetic beauty of natural Linen woven in 100% Polyester.

Showroom: Unit C6, Northlands Deco Park, Johannesburg

About Bourgeois/Lechasseur architects
Driven by the will to create innovative
projects, to the benefit of the user, Bourgeois/Lechasseur architects’ approach

www.themillfabrics.co.za admin@themillfabrics.co.za +27 11 704 1577

leads towards a contemporary architecture, realistic and sensitive, inspired by
key features of the landscape. The subtle
modelling and shaping of a volume lead

the creative process of every building. Exploration and discovery are paramount
notions in the appreciation of the project,
no matter its size. It is important not to
reveal everything at first glance and that
architecture offers several levels of reading. The element of surprise is essential to
the comprehension of a project.
Through their design process, they
aim to optimize the viewpoints, to let the
natural light penetrate and to protect the
living spaces from the prevailing winds.
Genuine and sober materials are used to
create a range of atmospheres reaching
a maximum impact through simplicity.
The agency is defined by several dualities
such as tradition/modernity, boldness/
sobriety, demarcation/integration, urban
influences/maritime influences… Those
principles are found in their personal
experiences and in their intervention area
between Quebec City and the Magdalen
dw
Islands.
www.bourgeoislechasseur.com
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FURNITURE
OF NOTE

HANDMADE WITH PASSION
On avarage our wicker workers spend
three days on one piece of furniture. Every
piece of furniture is crafted with a lot of
care and attention, as you will see and
feel. Quality, craftsmanship and a love
for design: those are the three ingredients
that constitute 4 Seasons Outdoor garden
furniture.
Hularo is synonymous with the
absolute top in synthetic wicker. It’s easy
to clean, durable and resistant to UV rays,
salt water, lotions, chlorine and alcohol.
It’s not easy to tell Hularo apart from real
rattan, except for the countless benefits
it offers compared to natural materials.
Hularo is colourfast and available in a
wide range of natural tints. The materials

contain no hazardous substances and can
be fully recycled.
4 Seasons Outdoor garden furniture
stands out in terms of quality, style and
detail – all innovative creations by leading
designers, combining a fabulous finish
with ergonomic comfort and durability.
Unsurprisingly, 4 Seasons Outdoor offers
a five-year guarantee on all its garden
furniture, from lounge garden furniture
to teak sets, and from stainless steel
items to exclusive garden tables, except
for protective covers and maintenance
dw
products.
www.woodenways.co.za

DESIGN & QUALITY

E

verything starts with an idea,
a sketch for a new design. Our
own people create and develop
the design. With great love and attention
for comfort and durability, but also for a
lovely comfortable arm rest, special chair
legs and surprising colour combinations.
Together with our wicker specialists
and designers, we’ve been developing
extraordinary, innovative and solid
models for nearly 20 years. We use only
the finest materials. That’s why we offer
10-year warranty on our Hularo wicker
products.
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Events
22 – 25 December 2018
Hong Kong Interior Design & Decoration Fair
Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre
www.10times.com/interiordesigndecoration-fair
14 – 20 January 2019
imm cologne

EVENTS

Dubai Design Week concludes its fourth
edition, celebrating its largest and
most extensive programme to date
Held under the patronage of Her Highness Sheikha Latifa bint Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice-Chairman of Dubai Culture & Arts Authority (DCAA), Dubai Design Week is staged in
partnership with Dubai Design District (d3) and supported by Dubai Culture & Arts Authority
(DCAA) and Audi Middle East.

Koelnmesse, Cologne, Germany
Lighting, Furniture, Interior Design
www.imm-cologne.de
8 – 12 February 2019
Ambiente
Frankfurt, Germany
Consumer Goods, Lighting, Gifts, Crafts,
Household Goods, Furniture, Interior Design
www.ambiente.messefrankfurt.com

Downtown Design, Dubai Design Week 2018, Albal &Lasvit

21 – 24 March 2019
Decorex Durban
Durban Exhibition Centre
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/
1 – 2 May 2019
Retail Design Expo
Olympia London
www.retaildesignexpo.com
1 – 5 May 2019
Decorex Cape Town
CTICC
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/
24 – 26 May 2019
Design Joburg/Rooms On View
Sandton Convention Centre
www.designjoburg.com
23 – 25 June 2019
The Hotel Show Africa
Gallagher Convention Centre
www.thehotelshowafrica.com
7 – 11 August 2019
Decorex Joburg
Gallagher Convention Centre
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

Downtown Design, Dubai Design Week 2018, Copyright: Jalal Abuthina

• The region’s largest creative festival,
Dubai Design Week grew by 25%
this year; welcoming 75,000 visitors
into Dubai Design District (d3) and
featured its most diverse programme
to date, consisting of 250 events staged
by 130 participating companies.
• Inaugurating
its
new
section
Downtown Editions this year, the
Downtown Design fair saw 16,000
visitors come through the doors and
presented 175 brands; of which 40%
were new exhibitors and including 40
regional designers.
• Held in partnership with Investment
Corporation Dubai, Global Grad
Show showcased 150 projects and
staged its first AI conference, which
70,000 people tuned into via live
streaming.
• Numerous awards and prizes were
announced at Dubai Design Week,
including the Audi Innovation Award
2018, Urban Commissions 4.0, the
winning project of Design 100 and
the Progress Prize, whilst the first

Rado Star Prize UAE was launched
and will be unveiled at Dubai Design
Week 2019.
The region’s largest creative festival
welcomed 75,000 visitors into Dubai
Design District (d3) from 12-17
November and saw over 250 events by
130 participating companies, reflecting
the city’s position as a regional hub for
design and creativity, and as a key event in
the global cultural calendar.
Illustrated in the growth of content
in this year’s Dubai Design Week, the
annual festival fosters an environment
that supports new ideas and welcomes
the brightest minds from around the
world, with a vast programme this year
including the opening of the city’s first
contemporary arts institution, Jameel
Arts Centre, and the inaugural Fikra
Graphic Design Biennial, a wide-ranging
exhibition and curatorial initiative
dedicated to graphic design.
His Excellency Saeed Al Nabouda,
Acting Director General of Dubai

Culture & Arts Authority, said: “We
are delighted to support Dubai Design
Week, the largest creative festival in the
Middle East, since its launch in 2015 as
we deem it exemplary for encouraging
and empowering local and international
talents. This was reflected in our
commissioning of the Emirati architect
and designer, Abdalla Al Mulla, who
showcased an inspirational design piece
entitled ‘Shak’l’. The event had a positive
impact on Dubai's status and reputation,
helping the Emirate become the first
Middle Eastern city to be featured on
UNESCO’s ‘Creative Cities Network’ list,
and contributing to strengthening Dubai’s
position as a leading design centre in the
region. We are pleased to keep up with the
community-based creative programmes
of local talents and the presentations
made by creators in Dubai to attract an
increasing number of visitors, be they
art enthusiasts or professionals, and help
achieve Dubai Plan 2021 as a city for
happy and creative individuals.”
d3’s
Chief
Executive
Officer,
Mohammad Saeed Al Shehhi, says: “It
has been another great week here at
Dubai Design District and I’m personally
delighted with how well Dubai Design
Week has been received. The district
has again played host to a very high
calibre of design installations, activities,
talks and workshops which combined

to bring some of the best design related
content to Dubai. As a Design District,
we are really cementing Dubai’s role as a
serious global destination for design and
supporting the wide array of creativity on
an international level. We already look
forward to next year”.
Rawan Kashkoush, Creative Director of
Dubai Design Week, said: “By recognizing
an undeniable hunger for Dubai to be a
resource for ideas and change, the 6-day
event is a mandatory tool in unveiling
existing talent in the UAE and the region,
and forging connections with the global
community”.
In line with the festival’s focus on
sustainability and design for the future,
Dubai Design Week 2018 was supported
by sustainability partner Bee’ah, whose
materials were used in highlight projects
and installations, including Abwab and
Audi Innovation Hub. Among other
partners the Week also had the support of
Abanos, Facebook, and Hills Advertising.
This year’s edition of Downtown
Design, the leading design fair in the
Middle East, attracted 16,000 visitors
and presented a wide range of established
and emerging exhibitors, comprising 175
brands, including 40 regional designers,
the fair’s strongest showcase of regional
talent to date, and with 65 brands
exhibiting at the fair for the first time. The
inaugural section of the fair, Downtown

Editions, showcased limited edition and
bespoke design from the Middle East and
beyond, alongside installations and retail
pop-ups.
Held in partnership with Investment
Corporation of Dubai, the 2018 edition
of Global Grad Show showcased
150 forward-thinking projects from
universities across the world, each
selected from 1000 submissions, double
that of last year, and based on its power
to accelerate, change and improve lives.
New to this year’s event was the 'Belief
in AI' conference, looking at creativity
in the age of Artificial Intelligence and
Automation and the Dubai Evolution
Challenge, bringing international and
UAE design students together to create
the next evolution of a Dubai-inspired
product or service.
The winning project of Global Grad
Show’s annual Progress Prize, ‘Twenty’
is a collection of dehydrated household
products designed to reduce unnecessary
emissions and waste, designed by
Mirjam de Bruijn from Design Academy
Eindhoven in The Netherlands. The
coveted award celebrates the next
generation of design talent and
recognises the impact that socially and
environmentally impactful design can
dw
have on the future of humankind.
www.dubaidesignweek.ae

Information correct at time of going to press.
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Brandkonnect at Downtown Design Dubai

B

feels like home

DESIGNING FOR AFRICA

uilt on decades of experience in
the Furniture, Home Decor, Retail
and Interior Design industries,
Brandkonnect is perfectly positioned to
take good brands to great places.
Our philosophy of developing strong
relationships and networks globally has
ensured that our vast loyal community
of design professionals, developers,
consumers, dealers and quality suppliers
are continuously engaged and supportive.
Brandkonnect showcased great South
African brands at the recent Dubai Design
Week with products from Willowlamp,
Indigenus, Wiid Design and Douglas &
Company.
Brandkonnect connects the dots
between Local and International design.
dw

www.brandkonnect.co.za
www.willowlamp.com
www.indigenus.co.za
www.wiiddesign.co.za
www.douglasandco.co.za

DON'T Miss

AFRICA'S LARGEST DECOR, DESIGN
AND LIFESTYLE EXHIBITION

Decorex SA started out as a dedicated décor exhibition 26 years ago and has evolved into Africa’s largest décor, design
and lifestyle portfolio of exhibitions in Durban, Cape Town and Joburg, featuring the latest trends and attracting
114000 visitors annually.
Decorex SA continues to remain ahead of the curve, growing and adapting to reflect industry trends while always retaining
the quality and sophistication that sets the exhibition apart.

21 - 24 MARCH 2019

1 - 5 M AY 2 0 1 9

DURBAN EXHIBITION CENTRE

CTICC

7 - 11 AUGUST 2019
GALLAGHER CONVENTION CENTRE

+27 11 549 8300
decorexinfo@reedexpoafrica.co.za
www.decorex.co.za
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IMAGES: HAUS BY HERTEX

EVENTS

AROUND
AND ABOUT

T

Swarovski unveils new Daniel Libeskind designed star for
Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree

he new Swarovski Star for the
Rockefeller Center® Christmas
Tree, designed by renowned
architect Daniel Libeskind, has been
revealed in New York City. The Star was
presented during a morning ceremony
in Rockefeller Plaza, hosted by Nadja
Swarovski, Member of the Swarovski
Executive Board, and Daniel Libeskind.
During the event, the Star was raised
to the top of the Rockefeller Center
Christmas Tree, where it will first be lit
during the official tree lighting ceremony
on 28 November 2018.
The new Swarovski Star is the first
redesign of the famed crystal tree-topper
since the inaugural Swarovski Star was
unveiled in 2004, when the company first
partnered with Rockefeller Center coowner Tishman Speyer to present the Star.
Libeskind’s Star is a brilliant showcase
of Swarovski’s 120-year heritage of
turning light into delight. The 900-pound
star is 9-foot 4-inches in diameter and
Swarovski Star, credit Bryan Bedder, Getty for Swarovski

Swarovski Daniel Libeskind, Photo Credit:
Mark Cocksedge

Swarovski Star, credit Angela Pham,
BFA for Swarovski
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Daniel Libeskind and Nadja Swarovski, Credit
Bryan Bedder, Getty for Swarovski

features 70 spikes covered in 3 million
Swarovski crystals, harnessing the
company’s innovative crystal technology
and mastery of the refraction of light in
a dazzling, three-dimensional structure.
The dramatic architectural lines push
through space, bursting with dynamism
in a radiant reflection of Libeskind’s
design vision.
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AROUND
AND ABOUT
Star Boutique and Holiday Ornaments
Atelier Swarovski Home hanging
ornaments and standing ornaments by
Daniel Libeskind – images by Travis
Rathbone
Swarovski will also debut the Star
Boutique on Rockefeller Plaza, also
designed by Daniel Libeskind. The
200-square foot shop is crystalline
and star-like in form, with a faceted
construction
created
from
glass
panels and video screens. Visitors can
purchase jewelry, ornaments and gifts
from Swarovski and Atelier Swarovski,
including a new range designed by Daniel
Libeskind for Atelier Swarovski Home.
An exact replica of the Swarovski Star,
also created with 3 million Swarovski
crystals, will be on display at ground
level next to the Star Boutique, enabling
visitors to explore its design close-up.
Nadja Swarovski, Member of the
Swarovski Executive Board, commented:
“We are honoured to work with one of the
world’s greatest creative talents, Daniel
Libeskind, on his thrilling new design for
the Swarovski Star atop the Rockefeller
Center Christmas Tree. Each holiday
season the Star brings joy to New Yorkers
and visitors from around the world, and
will shine as a beacon of hope for many
years to come.”

Atelier Swarovski Home Daniel Libeskind Line Star Hanging Ornament, Image: Travis Rathbone

Daniel Libeskind, Principal Design
Architect
of
Studio
Libeskind,
commented: “The new Swarovski Star
for the Rockefeller Center Christmas
Tree is inspired by the beauty of starlight
– something that radiates meaning
and mystery into the world. The Star is
a symbol that represents our greatest

ambitions for hope, unity and peace. I
am tremendously honored to collaborate
with Swarovski on the Star, and with
the entire design team, to bring cuttingedge innovation and design to crystal
technology.”
A previous Swarovski collaborator,
Libeskind is renowned for his design of
cultural spaces and monuments, including
the Jewish Museum in Berlin, the Denver
Art Museum and the master plan for the
reconstruction of New York’s World Trade
Center site. In 2016, Libeskind created a
crystal and marble chess set for Atelier
Swarovski, with pieces inspired by his
cutting-edge architectural designs.
Projects such as the Swarovski
Star honour Swarovski’s heritage of
collaboration and innovation, partnering
with visionary design talent to push
the boundaries of crystal creativity and
craftsmanship, with the aim of creating a
more sparkling world.
Recognized globally as a symbol of
hope, community and holiday cheer, the
Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree brings
together New Yorkers and visitors in a
celebration of the holidays. The tradition
of the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree
dw
dates back to 1931.
www.swarovski.com

Atelier Swarovski Home Daniel Libeskind Standing Ornaments, Image: Travis Rathbone
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ALL
ABOUT ART

BEEZY BAILEY
Published by Circa Press,
March 2019.
‘Beezy paints like he cooks:
complete confidence, no
recipe, wild exuberance
and lots of strong, rich
colours. He’s an African
artist, as colourful as the
tropics, and as full of life’.
Brian Eno

B

eezy Bailey is an artist who
eludes easy categorisation –
painter, sculptor, printmaker,
performance artist, surrealist, collaborator, iconoclast, opportunist – these are just
a few of the names that have been used to
describe this restless artist. Perhaps the
most accurate of all is simply to say ‘artist’,
a definition truthful beyond its seeming
simplicity in the scope it has offered Beezy
for a fascinating life lived in art.
This beautiful monograph, with
introduction by Brian Eno and essays by
Richard Cork, art historian, and Roslyn
Sulcas, culture writer for the New York
Times, offers a glimpse into the multihued and ever expansive world of Beezy
Bailey. We find an artist set alight by the
need to find expression for his creativity,
illustrated here by work from more than
three decades and across the entire range
of his creative output.

Above - Beezy Bailey.
Rainbow Men, 2010
Oil, silkscreen and enamel on canvas, 170 x 250 cm
Image courtesy: Everard Read Gallery

Below - Beezy Bailey
The Moon Cried When The Elephant Died And The Poacher Ran To Hide, 2018
Oil on canvas, 90 × 120cm
Image courtesy: Everard Read Gallery

22/11/2018 12:33

Above - Beezy Bailey, image courtesy and copyright: Bruce Weber

Beezy Bailey
As it is in Heaven
Oil on canvas
180x250cm
Image courtesy:
Everard Read Gallery
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ALL
ABOUT ART

One of South Africa’s leading artists,
Beezy’s eclectic and effervescent approach
to art, has attracted a stellar list of fellow
polymaths as collaborators, including
David Bowie, Brian Eno and Dave
Matthews. His is a storybook career that
has spanned early encounters with Andy
Warhol – which was to inspire Bailey’s
own Cape Town version of The Factory
– as well as the invention of an artistic
female alter-ego, Joyce Ntobe.
A love of storytelling on a grand scale
is perhaps not surprising for an artist
whose own family history, touched on in
this book, reads like an adventure story.
His father, Jim Bailey, was the publisher
of the seminal magazine Drum, and
grandmother Mary was a pioneer of
aviation. We see these early influences in
a dizzying array of engaging, often lyrical
characters, including mystical flying men
and his Chinese fantasy character, Lee
Ping Zing.
This is not to say that he is detached
from the concerns of real life, however.
Beezy aspires to create art as a balm for
a mad world – a corrective for our most
lamentable human qualities, including a
planet brutalized by extremes of wealth
and poverty, environmental ignorance
and negligence. The sources of his
imagery are elusive. In his own words:
‘frozen dreams, images and legends enter
from my subconscious, the realm of my
imagination. I act as a conduit for visual
messages greater than I am.’
This is a book that surprises,
challenges and delights in equal measure,
an introduction to an artist who
challenges the status quo and our own
preconceptions. In Beezy, we find a rare
artist, one whose ‘sense of freedom gives
his output a darting, inquisitive quality
that sharpens our curiosity’, says Richard
Cork.
dw

Above - Beezy Bailey
Wild Horses on Mars, 2017
Oil on canvas, 90x120cm
Image courtesy: Everard Read Gallery

Below - Beezy Bailey
Polishing The Floor, 1992, Linocut
Joyce Ntobe (B.Bailey)
Image courtesy: Everard Read Gallery

BEEZY BAILEY
Authors: Richard Cork and Roslyn Sulcas
Designer: Herman Lelie
Publication: Circa Press, 4 March 2019
Hardcover 29 × 29cm
240pp; approx. 140 colour images
£45.00 | $60.00
Publication and launch information
London: Everard Read Gallery, 4 March 2019
Image courtesy: Everard Read Gallery

www.lotsandcrates.co.za
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facebook.com/pages/Lots-Crates

instagram.com/lots_and_crates
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King of Colours

RMC Hybrid Wood Protector (Exterior)

All-natural wood oil

RMC Hybrid Wood Protector is a genuine ‘monocoat’, suitable for colouring and protecting all exterior wood in 1 single layer.
The easy application and maintenance make this oil an exceptionally user-friendly product.
•
•
•
•

UV and Antifungal protection
Easy to apply: no overlaps, fast-drying
Economical: 1-layer application
Suitable for all types of wood

• Can also be used for interiors
• Aesthetic: 12 contemporary wood colours
and 8 trendy pop colours

RMC Oil Plus 2C (Interior)
RMC Sunprimer HWP (Exterior)

Rubio® Monocoat Oil Plus 2C is a next-generation product that colours and protects your wood in 1 single layer. The combination
of the oil (A) and the accelerator (B) ensures a quick dry, quick cure and superior protection.

Optional pre-treatment for a more intense colour of your vertical exterior wood
•
•
•
•

Single layer application
40 standard interior colours available
Enhances the natural look and feel of the wood
Easy to maintain and repair

•
•
•
•

No overlaps or starting marks
Average spread rate of 50 m² / litre
Can be applied to all wood types
Durable protection

With the RMC Hybrid Wood Protector, Rubio® Monocoat offers a decorative and durable treatment for all vertical exterior
wood. To further intensify the colouring, we recently added the RMC Sunprimer HWP to the exterior range. RMC Sunprimer HWP
is always applied in the same colour as the RMC Hybrid Wood Protector.
* Colours to the left: HWP only, colours to the right: Sunprimer HWP + HWP

1

ANTIQUE BRONZE

2

AQUA

11

21

NATURAL

DARK OAK

SMOKE

14

GRIS BELGE
23

OLIVE

OAK
32

SMOKE 5%

5

BLACK

BISCUIT
13

22

31

4

ASH GREY
12

COTTON WHITE

CORNSILK

3

HAVANNA

34

STONE

SMOKED OAK

CASTLE BROWN
17

CHARCOAL

16

MAHOGANY

MIST

ICE BROWN
25

26

PINE

OYSTER
33

7

BOURBON
15

24

6

PURE
35

SUPER WHITE

SAVANNA

CHERRY CORAL

SKY GREY
38

WALNUT

VANILLA

WHITE

POPPY

18

SUNFLOWER

15

TAUPE
19

SUNSET

20

VEGGIE

Provide an instant aged look for your vertical exterior wood with maximum protection.

Rubio Monocoat (RMC), a global brand that is distributed in over 80 countries worldwide, is a market leader for its all-natural oil wood
treatment products. RMC provides a pre-finishing oiling line service, ideal for flooring companies and shopfi tters. This industrial service
offering is available in both Johannesburg and Cape Town. Installers can now work with pre-finished floor panels, minimising time spent on
site. Project managers and designers can look forward to reduced labour costs and risk of damage to unfi nished floors.

1

• 100% Ecological
• 0% VOC
• Excellent for soft wood types

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Colours on Pine
AGED #2
1

AGED #3
2

AGED #4
3

AGED #5
4

AGED #6
5

AGED #7
6

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monocoater Industrial Oiling Line Service

Competitive SQM pricing that includes labour & oil
Quick turnaround service
0% VOC, solvent free
Strong, durable finish in one single layer
Extensive interior & exterior colour ranges
Easy to maintain – comprehensive cleaning & aftercare product portfolio

TRANSPARENT
7

8

Johannesburg Head Office

68 Kyalami Business Park, Kyalami Blvd, Midrand,
Johannesburg, 1684. Tel: +27 11 466 0273
info@rubiomonocoat.co.za

Colours on
Thermowood
AGED #1

NATURAL
14

ROYAL

PURE

10

The

• Easy to apply due to its creamy structure
• Water repellant character for long-lasting protection
• Self-cleaning function

AGED #2

AGED #3

AGED #4

AGED #5

AGED #6

AGED #7
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Cape Town Branch

Unit 3 – Ex Omu Park, Elliot Road, Bofors Circle, Epping 2,
Cape Town, 7460. Tel: +27 21 534 1107
cptadmin@rubiomonocoat.co.za

TRANSPARENT

The colours shown are for reference only and are not binding. Results depend on the chosen wood type, method of preparation, etc.
It is always recommended to make a sample before applying the product to the complete surface.
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PIGLET

LIGHT GREY

Rubio WoodCream (Exterior)
Rubio® WoodCream is a water-based cream, which makes wood water repellent after treatment. This results in a long-lasting pearl
effect. Due to the cream structure, it is easy to apply, especially on vertical wood. Rubio® WoodCream is available in 7 shades of grey,
which gives the wood an aged look. A transparent version is also available, which allows the wood to age naturally, but protects it
and makes it water-repellent.

AGED #1

13

17

5

9

LOOK IPÉ

LAGOON

WHITE
16

WHITE 5%

8

12

TEAK

4

GREY

CHOCOLATE

DRAGONFRUIT
11

40

3

7

DOLPHIN

SLATE GREY
39

CHARCOAL
6

30

29

2

BLACK
20

MUDLIGHT

MIST 5%

SILVER GREY

1

CHOCOLATE

19

28

37

10

9

18

27

36

TITANIUM GREY

8

www.rubiomonocoat.co.za

King of Colours
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Owl Creek

Snowmass, United States
Photo credit: Jeremy Bittermann
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Built on the idea that a physical place can deepen the
connection between friends, families and the natural world.

Owl Creek

Photo credit: Robert Reck

P

Snowmass, United States

erched on the hillside, with panoramic views of
Snowmass Mountain, the Owl Creek Residence
was built on the idea that a physical place can
deepen the connections between friends, families
and the natural world. Initial site challenges and slope
constraints were solved by anchoring the structures
directly into the landforms.
At Owl Creek a single shared, stand-alone home was
built for two families. Additionally, a collection of lodgelike communal areas are clustered together, creating a
space that is both intimate and open.
Natural light was a constant consideration, with every
eﬀort made to minimize visual separation from the
outdoors. This all-weather mountain retreat is designed
for recharging social relationships and renewing
connections to the rugged Rocky Mountain landscape.

Photo credit: Robert Reck
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Photo credit: Robert Reck
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Photo credit: Stephen Miller
Photo credit: Jeremy Bittermann
Photo credit: Jeremy Bittermann

Photo credit: Jeremy Bittermann
Photo credit: Stephen Miller

Photo credit: Jeremy Bittermann

•
•
•
•

Location: Snowmass, CO, USA
Size: 4,200 sq ft.
Architects: Skylab
Contractor: Ridge Runner
Construction Co. INC
• Collaborators: Mountain Design
Group, Artifex Landscape
Architecture, Lighting Workshop,
Ambient Automation, Studio
Lambiotte Interior Design Furnishings
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About Skylab
Established almost two decades ago
in Portland, Oregon, Skylab is a band
of makers — curious, industrious and
experimental. As architects, designers,
creators and entrepreneurs, Skylab works
together across a wide range of landscapes
and locations. Their designers are
futurists, making today what they believe
will inspire and connect people tomorrow.
By exploring, curating and innovating,
they are always looking ahead to create

what may shape tomorrow. Skylab reveals
the unseen for those willing to seek it.
Offering unique and customized services,
Skylab’s greatest value is in their holistic
approach to problem solving across
the following disciplines and offerings:
Architecture, Interior Design, Branded
dw
Environments, Planning.
www.skylabarchitecture.com
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Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge

Botswana
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Lounge

Belmond Savute
Elephant Lodge

Botswana

T

The Lounge and Bar
Designed to make each guest feel that the space
is “their lounge in the bush”, the tented room has
the ambience of a place that has been here for a
long time with layers of collectibles and lived-in
comforts.

he Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge in Botswana has reopened following its
redesign by Inge Moore, creating ‘an explorer’s camp for today’s explorers’.
Located in the Chobe National Park where the big five roam, the skies are large
and the land is washed with the muted colours of the Savute, the lodge has become
a tented retreat infused with the romance of a bush camp. Here, guests can discover
and connect with the natural world, and slow down to the rhythm of the land that
surrounds them.

The tent itself has a latte (local thin timber
struts) edge with a traditionally random
crisscross pattern. This design has also been
used in decorative screens to the back-ofhouse buildings and together they cast dappled
shadows around the space. The tent sides can be
rolled up or down as required by the weather,
and seating spills into nature outside. Furniture
is a collection of rattan and timber; large
custom-designed rattan tub chairs contrasting
with natural timber and leather detailing. A
traditional library filing cabinet helps divide the
space and creates an intimate seating area; there
are tables for games and painting, books about
nature to read and comfortable chairs to relax in
and enjoy the views.

“I have a huge love and respect for nature and the wilderness: it’s something we as
human beings need to cherish and protect. So, working on this project has been a real
passion, honour and a huge responsibility”. “My design not only seeks to create spaces
where people can embrace the experience but does this with the greatest of care for the
environment” says Inge Moore.
The public areas are entirely new, each tented room constructed on a timber-based
platform to minimise environmental impact. Together, they form an intimate cluster
of tented rooms on a footprint that is smaller than before. Luxury Frontiers, the
architects of one-of-a-kind tented resorts, worked closely with the Muza Lab team in
refurbishing the existing guest-rooms and in creating and installing the new public
spaces. These include a kitchen/dining room, lounge and bar, library, spa and arrival
lobby, as well as a very special viewing hide where guests can sit and watch the wildlife
at eye-level as they gather to drink in the watering hole.

Viewing hide

To experience Inge’s design is to get really close to nature as a modern-day explorer.
The park is not only the home of abundant wildlife, it is the location of the fabled
Savute Channel, which flows for years like a river into the Savute Marsh, and then,
without reason, dries up before eventually flowing again, creating a dynamic and everchanging habitat. Unsurprisingly, the word “Savute” means unpredictable.

Fabrics combine bright geometric prints with
earthy tones and two large chandeliers inspired
by local clay pots form focal points in the ceiling.
Behind the lounge, there’s a library with a
concealed TV, a small bar to gather around and a
desk for writing or working.

The area is also home to the Gubatsa Hills, formed 980 million years ago during
volcanic movement, which rise 90 meters high out of a completely flat landscape and
bear reminders of the nomadic San people in their rock art.

Bar

Arrival
Framing views is key to the arrival experience and the entry buildings have been
moved to perfectly capture sights which will always be remembered. Textural, light
timbers clad the walls and individually selected pieces of timber have been used in the
making of a large reception table, produced in Southern Africa. A cluster of carved
poles are stationed just inside the front door, inspired by the carved sticks used by the
San people as tent posts or for making a fire. Groups of simple lanterns provide light
when it becomes dark, giving a reassuring but gentle glow so as not to compete with
the stars of the night sky.
Outside the arrival tent there is a large fire-pit tripod to welcome guests at dusk - one
of many fire-pits around the camp which act as beacons for guests walking at night
and are a traditional place for people to come together and tell their stories.
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The Kitchen
The kitchen is at the heart of the lodge and guests
are encouraged use it like their kitchen at home.
There is an open cooking area in the centre
and dining tables and chairs located to provide
fabulous long-distance views. Again, materials
are light: limed timbers, white painted floors,
geometric fabrics, rattan sofas with high backs
and a beautiful handmade layered timber screen.
The residential style cooking counter is of timber,
above this, there is a sculptural light crafted by
South African designer David Krynauw out of
Panga Panga wood with brass shades. Guests are
invited to reduce their plastic use by re-filling
water bottles supplied by the lodge from the
carbonated and still water dispensers located in
this space.
The Pool Area
The new pool is smaller than its predecessor,
reducing water consumption and allowing for
more space around it to relax. It is constructed
of fiberglass with a low-energy heat pump
keeping the temperature above 260C and has
a stone coloured interior so that it blends into
the surroundings and becomes one with the
landscape. Loungers and seating are set up
with views over the plains. Next to the pool is a
multi-function space that can be used for private
dinners or yoga and a fire pit is just a few steps
down.

The Kitchen
The Pool Area

The Spa Tent
The Spa tent is positioned at the edge of the camp surrounded by thick
bushes for privacy. Its sides can be completely rolled up, allowing breezes
to flow through the space. Its palette is sage green with hand-glazed green
tiles and a simple white painted floor; a beaded chandelier takes inspiration
from pods and plants and wicker furniture adds to the natural feel. There is
a large terrace with low slung chairs, perfect to relax in.
The Guest Tents
The main feature in the 12 guest rooms is the bed with a bright blue
leather-clad sofa at the end, both facing out to the view. Once again
carved nomadic poles are a source of inspiration, this time translated into
limewashed timber bed posts over which a mosquito net is softly draped.
Handmade blue and ivory-toned string chandeliers hang over the coffee
table and in the bathroom, creating beautiful shadows at night. Rattan
seating, made by southern Africa’s Blind Society are upholstered in a bluetoned fabric inspired by local wax cloth. Existing timber floor was re-used
and stained light.
The terrace is very large – a living space outside for guests – and decking is
in a composite bamboo. The statement piece is a huge daybed with its own
canopy and African-inspired carved side panels – in effect an outdoor four
poster ideal for an afternoon nap. There are also low-slung armchairs, side
tables and an exquisite locally carved cocktail cabinet.
The bathrooms have a large timber and marble-topped vanity with
handmade pottery basins painted with an abstract of natural grasses.
Outdoor showers are generously sized and connect guests to nature.
“The essence of Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge is to allow guests to
experience timeless exploration in the heart of wild Africa,” says Inge Moore.
“Just as the early explorers widened their horizons and brought home news
and learning, I hope today’s guests will return to their homes with once-in-alifetime memories and stories to share with others”.
Furniture and fittings throughout the lodge are from southern African
suppliers, including: furniture from Moorgas & Sons, Phases Africa, Cane
Time and Weylandts. Artefacts and collectibles are from Toguna and
Amatuli, and glassware and tableware from Ngwenya Glass and Creative
Copper. Textiles are mainly by St Leger & Viney.
dw
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One Oak 3&4 B2
Beirut, Lebanon
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One Oak 3&4 B2
Beirut, Lebanon

Askdeco adds warmth and colour to
industrial design

W

ith a global portfolio of completed projects including luxurious homes,
private yachts and commercial environments, Askdeco, a full-service
design firm based in Lebanon, is proud to showcase its One Oak 3&4 B2
residential project in the dynamic heart of downtown Beirut, a city home to worldrenowned fashion designers, art galleries, performing arts venues and trendy bistros
and cafés.
“One Oak 3&4 B2 is a 700m² modern family duplex owned by a young couple with
a baby,” says Nisrine Nasr, co-founder and interior designer at Askdeco. “When we
first met with the client, their vision was of an industrial style of home but, over the
course of the project, that idea collaboratively evolved into a vision of a more refined
and livable space.”
Embracing human nature
With more than 17 years of interior design behind the firm, Askdeco has worked with
clients of all ages and multicultural backgrounds, from couples and young families,
to single individuals. Experts in creativity and knowledgeable about different eras,
styles, fabrics and spatial relationships, the firm recognizes that the art and science
of understanding human behaviour is the key to creating optimally functional spaces
for their clients.
“Our clients often come to us armed with ideas to spur the design process, but they
are not really sure of what they ultimately want,” says Nasr. “Once we work things out
on paper, devise plans and provide them with 3D views, it gives life to a vision of what
they can actually have in their home.”
Infusing warmth
In the case of One Oak 3&4 B2, the process began with Askdeco presenting the
client with plans for an industrial feel with a luxurious twist. In making their case,
Askdeco was able to create two parallel 3D models of the space, presenting both the
client’s original vision and the firm’s altered vision. Earth colours, concrete textured
walls, gunmetal finishes, Mediterranean grey marble flooring and brown wood bring
the industrial design elements into play. While maintaining the industrial elements
embraced by the client, Askdeco infused a cosier design into its core, substituting
wood and metal in some instances to produce a homier effect. The 3D modelling
provided the client with a better understanding of the designer’s proposed vision,
which they eagerly embraced.
“By encouraging a client to become engaged in the decision-making process,
it develops a very pleasant and functional working relationship,” explains Nasr.
“Additionally, it ensures that time is well managed and, consequently, that the client’s
financial resources are well spent.”
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Home sweet home
With breathtaking vistas overlooking the Mediterranean Sea and ancient Roman ruins
on one side, and the vibrancy of downtown Beirut’s colourful streets on the other, One
Oak 3&4 B2 succeeds in achieving a harmonious balance between the muted and
monotone colour palettes of hard architecture and random bursts of vibrant colour.
Carefully selected works of art, eclectic furniture and unique accessories add life to
the space’s industrial design elements, and to the modern furnishings selected from
Askdeco’s repertoire of international brand suppliers.
The space was divided into two very distinct atmospheres, including a public space
on the upper level and a more private space on the lower floor. One Oak 3&4 B2’s
upper floor is designed for fun and relaxation, reflecting the client’s lifestyle, with a
reception area capable of hosting gatherings away from the bedroom areas. The upper
level features a cigar lounge, a bar and an activity room, with the latter featuring a
high-end Toulet billiard table and contemporary football table designed by Teckell.
Connecting the two levels, a magnificent cage-like spiral staircase serves as a transition,
descending to a decidedly more intimate space featuring bedrooms designed with
Flou bedding, a contemporary Alno kitchen and a family living room featuring
comforts such as a Minotti sofa and Poltrona Frau daybed. The space’s lower level also
features a main bathroom that is far from ordinary, with Palazzani glass bathtub Avi
and free-standing Fantini bathtub mixer that serve as the centrepiece of an ambiance
designed for total relaxation.
“Well-designed spaces function effortlessly and enhance the quality of life of those
who occupy them,” explains Nasr. “Our firm has worked on numerous commercial
projects, but the added reward of seeing people feel truly at home in their newly
designed space makes working for private clients very special.”
About Askdeco
Over the past 17 years, Askdeco has evolved from a boutique agency into a fullservice interior design firm servicing a discerning, international clientele. Pioneers
of bespoke design, Askdeco’s reputation for delivering unparalleled results has earned
the firm global attention. From luxurious homes, to private yachts and commercial
environments, Askdeco is a turnkey design firm that attends to even the smallest
of details, including assisting clients in choosing artwork, dinnerware and table
accessories. Each project is developed from scratch, ensuring that the final product is
personalized for the client and is devoid of any copy/paste techniques.
Askdeco employs 25 professional and experienced designers and administrative
executives in its Beirut, Lebanon offices, providing detailing, diverse designs and
advanced technology to improve the environments where people live, work, relax
and socialize. The firm has completed projects around the globe, including in Paris,
London, Geneva, Dubai, Riyad, Miami and Chicago.
dw
Photo credit: Alex Jeffries
www.askdeco.com
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ON THE
TERRACE

Stress in the city

I

t is an undisputed fact that trees
benefit human life by contributing
to our health and positively affect
communities
ecologically,
socially,
economically and physically.
As Johannesburg is one of the most treerich cities in the world today, appearing in
satellite images similar to a man-made
urban forest, the history of this city’s love
affair with trees started about a 138 years
ago.
The Highveld (the portion of the South
African inland plateau with an altitude
above roughly 1500 m but below 2100
m) was a typical savannah/grassland ecosystem consisting of very few defined
trees.
During the 1880s various species of
trees from other areas of southern Africa
as well as abroad were introduced for
fodder, fuel, fruit, wind breakers and
wood production. Some of the first oak
trees introduced into Johannesburg were
from seeds collected from the original

90
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planting of Jan van Reibeek’s Oak Avenue
in Cape Town and were planted for
fodder production by the Bezuidenhout
family in what is now known today as
Bezuidenhout Park.
With the discovery of gold in this area,
plantations of blue gums were hastily
planted in order to supply much needed
props for the mining industry. During
these early pioneer days, the mines, in
their search for suitable trees, opened a
tree production nursery at what is now
the Horticultural Training Centre at Zoo
Lake, cultivating various tree species to
test their suitability for mine props. This
resulted plantations of blue gums being
developed in Saxonwold, Parktown,
Langlaagte, Craighall and the Fairlands
area with many other species of trees
being used as the first street and garden
trees in Parktown.
In 1904 the first street trees were planted
in Johannesburg’s town square and by the
late 1990s an estimated 6-million trees

had been planted within the boundaries
of the old Johannesburg.
With the region’s growth, more open
spaces were developed as parks and
cemeteries, and the planting of trees
continued with a staggering 1.2 million
trees within parks and on pavements and
an estimated 4.8 million trees in private
gardens to date.

Apart from trees creating the obvious
ecosystem benefits to provide a habitat
and food for birds and other animals,
trees are doing a lot more than cleaning
air and releasing oxygen.
Planting a tree is normally a lifelong
investment. How well this investment
grows depends on the type of tree
selected, the location, the care provided
during planting and the follow-up care
after planting. Getting your new tree off
to a healthy start will help the tree mature
to its full size and ensures it will provide a
variety of benefits throughout its lifetime.

groundwater of toxins as the water cycle
progresses, producing cleaner drinking
water for areas fed by groundwater, as
opposed to those fed by reservoirs.
Unsurprisingly, trees are able to provide
not only a wind breaker where needed
but the shade trees create when planted
in a favourable position, could assist in

cutting down on your air-conditioning
bills during summer.
Planted sufficiently, trees can make a
considerable contribution to reduce noise
level from a freeway or a busy street, as
well as increase your privacy as needed - a
much respected(and controversial) issue
in the suburbs lately.

But just exactly how does a tree in your
environment contribute to your life?
The leaves and bark of trees are
incredible organs for cleaning our air
and giving back oxygen abundantly. They
absorb and take care of toxins endemic
to the air of an industrialized nation,
filtering out nitrogen oxide, ammonia
and ozone from the air, replenishing the
environment with essential oxygen for all
oxygen dependent creatures around.
It is estimated that one large tree can
supply a day’s supply of oxygen for four
people.
Tree roots strain out large molecules,
such as heavy metals, effectively from the
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ON THE
TERRACE
Generally, lush tree-rich urban areas
have higher property prices as they appear established and peaceful which contributes to the value of a higher valued
lifestyle. The estimate is that well-cared
for landscaped properties with trees are
10-20% more valuable than non-landscaped properties.
When students and employees are
given the opportunity to relax or express
themselves in natural environments, most
have demonstrated higher productivity
and increased focus across the spectrum
of
intellectual
capabilities
while
decreasing the extreme effects of stress,
depression and ADHD.

Technology available today enables us
to bring all the benefits of trees right
into our houses, offices, shopping malls
without putting foot in an outside garden.
Currently a range of really big tree
containers with multiple maintenance
and managing options are available
at prices that could just un-root your
previous financial assumptions – bringing
peace and tranquillity INSIDE....
dw
www.ineeden.co.za
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Trains with a difference

W

e are all beguiled by romantic
trains like the Orient Express,
the Trans-Siberian Railway,
the Canadian Rockies trains, and here
in South Africa, Rovos Rail and the Blue
Train.
I am fascinated by trains that have more
gritty functions. I regularly see a metal
ore train that runs between Ohrigstad
in Limpopo and Belfast in Mpumalanga,
which has four diesel engines and at least
32 carriages, moving chrome bearing rock
from the mines to the processing plants in
Witbank and Middelburg. Whenever I am
there and see this train, I am compelled to
count the carriages. I once saw 50.
This addiction of mine spiked when I
read an article about the world’s longest
train, which has 375 carriages and is four

94

www.designingways.com
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kilometres long. I was thrilled to learn that
this train is here in South Africa, and will
be moving manganese ore from Hotazel
via Sishen and ending up in Saldanha.
This beats the existing train that runs
between Sishen and Saldanha and has 342
carriages. I don’t think I would manage
to concentrate long enough to count the
carriages on either of these trains.
The Phelophepa Train is another
fascinating train. Phelophepa means
“good clean health” and this train spends
35 weeks of each year going into the deep
rural areas of South Africa, stopping
in remote sidings for ten days at a time.
Helpers attach awnings on the sides of
the train, arrange rows of plastic chairs
for the patients, who arrive in their
droves and wait patiently for medical
attention. Aboard are dentists, eye

specialists, psychologists, pharmacists
and specialised health trainers who run
courses on family health and caring for
HIV/AIDS patients. Medical students do
part of their community service on this
train, living aboard for several weeks.
They work long hours, as they try to
see all the people who have come from
far and wide. The train is sponsored by
Transnet and the major pharmaceutical
companies, as well as generous donations
from the States. The concept of taking
health clinics to the people began in
1994, and today there are two Phelophepa
trains, with a third one specialising on eye
and cataract operations rolling out soon.
Phelophepa is more than a mere train,
it is affectionately known as the Train of
Hope.
Gill Butler
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BRIGHT
IDEAS

Supernova
Pendants

WE-KLCH-301/BL
Large Supernova Pendant, Black
Fitting Height: 180 cm
Shade Height: 88 cm
Shade Diameter: 126 cm
40 x E27
(Bulbs not included)
240v 40W
IP20

3

K

light showcasing their stunning
new Supernova range.
The Supernova range is
available in Black or Bronze and in three
different sizes.
Also introducing the Neutron Star
Pendant in Satin with its distinctive
design.
With their impressive splendour and
trending style, these pendants are sure to
dw
make a statement.
www.klight.co.za

WE-KLCH-301/BZ
Large Supernova Pendant, Bronze
Fitting Height: 180 cm
Shade Height: 88 cm
Shade Diameter: 126 cm
40 x E27
(Bulbs not included)
240v 40W
IP20

WE-KLCH-309/ST
Neutron Star Pendant, Satin
Fitting Height: 141 cm
Shade Height: 75 cm
Shade Diameter: 72 cm
12 x E27
(Bulbs not included)
240v 40W
IP20

photo mike hall

hope ... for the next generation

3 - a range of contemporary outdoor furniture
made with traditional iron smithing.

• hope •
CAPE TOWN

www.hopegf.com

traditional garden furniture

cape town - 136 lower main rd observatory - tel 021 448 7485
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BECAUSE RUBBING SPF 55 ALL OVER YOUR
FLOORS AND FURNITURE JUST ISN’T PRACTICAL.
Our screen roller blinds are specially designed to protect you, your flooring and furniture from
UV Rays and glare. Combining function and beauty, these blinds maintain a temperate climate
while bringing a level of architectural sophistication to your home and are available in over 10
different fabrics to match your design needs.
Taylor Screen Roller Blinds
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0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za

